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As well as a clear desire to
present new work from
established international artists
such as France’s Alain Buffard
and many others who have
never been represented
in the UK before, this year’s
festival also focuses on work
that engages directly with our
local audience and geography.
Our major commission this year
is Future, a collaborative project
led by Austrian choreographer
Willi Dorner, which addresses
the changing nature of
Nottingham and in particular
the Eastside regeneration zone
(pages 12-13). The work
responds to the areas
architecture, loat cityscapes
and community views on the
redevelopment, together with
an exploration of what the future
holds. Another enquiry into
personal lives involves forty

non-performers from the East
Midlands, all over 40 years of
age, who construct a new
theatre work with La Ribot, in
40 espontáneos (pages 6-7).
Additional new work we are
delighted to be presenting
comes from UK-based Bock
& Vincenzi, Germany's Thomas
Lehmen and Swiss
choreographer Thomas Hauert.
Plus we have a season of
Brazilian work that has been
programmed in collaboration
with Fierce! festival,
Birmingham and Panorama de
Dança festival, Rio de Janeiro.
At Dance4 we are
fundamentally interested
in artists who question their
own practice. So our approach
to both the festival’s
programme and our annual
artistic programme is to be

equally supportive of all
enquiring artists whether they
choose to classify their work
specifically as dance, prefer not
to be classified, or if they are
navigating the space between
art forms.
We would like to express
sincere thanks to all our
partners, and special thanks
from me to the staff at Dance4
for their hard work. Please join
us at Cast, this year’s festival
bar, if you would like to
participate in any of our brunch
discussions or to meet the
Dance4 team and artists who
will be there after the shows
Best wishes
Nicky Molloy
Artistic Director

Fri 28 April Sun 14 May
Venue:
PreSet

Admission:
Free
There will be opportunities
to view the work during the
residency. www.dance4.co.uk

Box office:
0115 941 9419
Information:
0115 912 3400
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Fri 28 April Sat 6 May

10am - 8pm

Box office:
0115 941 9419

Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre

Admission:
Free

Information:
0115 912 3400

Goat and Ricochet Dance
Productions (UK)
move-me
move-me is an extraordinary new concept from
Goat and Ricochet Dance Productions. It’s your
chance to dance some brilliantly inventive
choreography by Rafael Bonachela, Nigel
Charnock, Jonzi D, Deborah Hay, Shobana
Jeyasingh, New Art Club, Stephen Petronio and
Kirstie Simson. Anyone can record a move-me
video dance. Simply step inside the move-me
booth and follow the instructions. Then add your
imagination, wit and best dance moves! Or you can
decide to create your own dance for the camera.
After your visit, go to www.move-me.com to view
your video dance, see other people’s dances and
enter the move-me competition.

Manuel Vason (UK/Italy)
(in residence)

Pure Collaboration
Photographer Manuela Vason is fascinated by the
possibilities of physical expression within the realm
of performance. Over the past three years he has
been building a new collection of photographic
work with performance artists from all over the
world. During the residency Vason will add to the
work by collaborating with artists performing at
nottdance06.
“”
In Manuel Vason’s partnerships with artists
including Guillermino Gomz-Peña, Franko B,
Niko Raes, Ernst Fischer, La Ribot and Helen
Spackman, a performance work is either restaged
anew or developed specifically for his camera.
These projects, works of ‘pure collaboration’,
differ in principle from conventional performance
documentation in that Vason, camera in tow, is
always the sole witness to the singular live event.
Dominic Johnson, Dance Theatre Journal

In 1998 Manuel Vason moved
from Italy to London and whilst
assisting some of the most
highly regarded
photographers in the fashion
industry, including Nick
Knight, he started the project
Exposure, a publication on
Live Performance Art
published by Black Dog
Publishing in 2001. He
graduated from Central St.
Martins with an MA in Fine Art
in 2003. His work has been
published in Italian Vogue,
L’Uomo Vogue, ID, Dazed and
Confused, Flash Art, Frieze,
and exhibited at Tate
Liverpool, ICA London,
Whitechapel Gallery,
Luke & A Gallery London.
Credits: Pure Collaboration
has been co-commissioned
by Dance4, Fierce!, Arnolfini
and the National Review of
Live Art. Supported by Arts
Council England.

Photo: Manuel Vason

Ricochet Dance Company
was formed in 1989 by artistic
directors/dancers Karin
Fisher-Potisk and Kate Gowar
to commission individual, bold
and accessible work from
outstanding choreographers.
The company has performed
original work by
choreographers such as
Wayne McGregor, Russell
Maliphant, Javier de Frutos,
Rosemary Lee, Stephen
Petronio, Nigel Charnock,
Gary Carter, Phelim
McDermott, Jeremy Nelson,
Neil Greenberg and La Ribot.
Ricochet Dance Company
has toured throughout the
world and won several major
awards including prizes at
Les Rencontres
Choreographiques
Internationales De Seine
Saint-Denis in 1994 & 1996,
and a Time Out Award for
‘consistently inventive
creativity’ in 1999.
Current projects include
Hyperchoreography, an
interactive work for the
internet created by Katrina
McPherson and Simon Fildes
based on Ricochet’s film
The Truth.
move-me is co-produced by
Goat and Ricochet Dance
Productions from an original
idea by Simon Fildes and
Katrina McPherson.

www.richochetdance.com
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Fri 28
and Sat 29 April

8pm

Box office:
0115 941 9419

Venue:
Sandfield Theatre

Admission:
Tickets £10 / £7 conc.

Information:
0115 912 3400
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La Ribot (Spain/Switzerland)
40 espontáneos
Choreographer and artist La Ribot combines her
fascination with the dynamic of film- extras who
throw themselves into stunt scenes and el
espontáneos, the spectators who unexpectedly
jump into the bullring and steal the show from the
matador. This creation of dangerous, ‘raw’
performance Is matched by a cast of 40 members
of the public, all over 40 and all from the East
Midlands. For just five days prior to the
performances they will have worked together with
an array of objects, clothes and instructions.
Openness, vulnerability, passion and a good deal
of humour are shared in this investigation of
everyday actions.
“”
The beauty of objects, the glamour of exhibition,
the thrill of recognition and the fear of isolation all
have their place in this piece.
Martin Hargreaves
Dance Theatre Journal 2004

Madrid-born artist Maria Ribot
has created award-winning
dance pieces that are at the
intersection of contemporary
dance, live art, performance
and video. Presenting her
work at major international
art galleries, theatres, dance
festivals, live art and
performance festivals,
La Ribot consistently employs
dance as a challenge to
disciplinary expectation.
In 1993 she started making an
edition of three distinguished
pieces in which she performed
a series of 13 solos in each.
Prior to 40 espontáneos her
most recent work, Panoramix,
a three hour performance, was
shown at the Tate Modern
Gallery in London and then in
the Centre Pompidou in Paris.
Dance4 has a long association
with La Ribot, last seen at
nottdance03 with Take Off.
Credits: Originally produced
by La Ribot (36 Gazelles
London) and co-produced
by Le Quartz de Brest, France
(Creation/Residence); Théâtre
de la Ville, Paris, France;
Centre Pompidou, Paris,
France; Festival d'Automne
a Paris, France; La Batie Festival de Genève,
Switzerland.
The Nottingham manifestation
of 40 espontáneos is
produced by Artsadmin in
association with Dance4.
UK presentations supported
by Arts Council England.

www.laribot.com

Photo: Hugo Glendinning

We are currently looking for
‘espontáneos’. If you are
over 40 years of age, live
locally and have NO
performing experience,
please get in touch. The final
group of ‘espontáneos’ will
be chosen through a casting
on Saturday 22 April and
if successful you will be
required to commit to 5
evenings of workshops
before the premiere, plus
performance nights.
Please call Dance4 on
0115 941 0773 or email
nottdance@dance4.co.uk

Fri 28 April Mon 1 May

11am - 5pm

Box office:
0115 941 9419

Venue:
Yard Gallery,
Wollaton Hall

Admission:
Free

Information:
0115 912 3400
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Sun 30 April Mon 1 May

12pm / 2pm / 5pm
Walks last approx 1 hr.

Box office:
0115 941 9419

Starting Point:
EastsideCity

Admission:
Tickets £4 / £3 conc.

Information:
0115 912 3400

NB
Limited places,
advance booking
recommended

Tamara Ashley &
Simone Kenyon (UK)
(in residence)

Exchanging Stone for Coal
(work in progress)
An Expedition - 4 days, 4 nights in residence.
Two people imprint traces of old stories
Finding fascination in tangents & rituals, corners
and dead ends.
This house built from stone exchanged for coal.
Bringing together mutual interest in walking,
talking, adventure, travelling and moving together,
Tamara Ashley and Simone Kenyon present a work
in progress. Concerned with responding to and
interacting with sites they seek to bring alive the
heritage of the Yard Gallery and surrounding
environment by posing new questions about the
location. Exchanging Stone For Coal is one of a
series of works connected to their project to
Perform the Pennine Way.

Simone Kenyon has been
making contemporary
performance work since
graduating from Nottingham
Trent University in 1998.
She has worked in the UK
and Europe on various solo,
collaborative and company
work. She is currently a
member of the theatre
company Deerpark and
a performer with Uninvited
Guests.
Tamara Ashley’s recent
projects include collaboration
with Fiona Wright on
performances at the
CCA, Glasgow and Baltic,
Gateshead, choreography
for theatre productions and
a twelve-hour durational
contact improvisation
performance at the
Edinburgh Fringe.
She teaches improvisation
and choreography at
Northumbria University.
Tamara and Simone began
collaborating a year ago
having worked together
previously on Girl Jonah by
Fiona Wright.
Credits: Supported by Yard
Gallery, Wollaton Hall.

Photo: Simone Kenyon

Gustavo Ciríaco & Andrea
Sonnberger (Brazil/Austria/
Germany)
Aquí Enquanto Caminhamos /
Here Whilst We Walk
(work in progress)
You are invited to take a walk through a local
neighbourhood with two choreographers acting
as social archivists or historians of an ignored city.
As the group progresses, walkers become aware
of a subtle sense of new community. Simple sights
such as pigeons pecking the ground or waste
paper blowing in the wind are given a new
significance. Why not embark on a contemplative
journey to rediscover and reconnect with the
everyday, unnoticed environment?

Gustavo Ciríaco, dancerchoreographer and political
scientist, graduated in
Contemporary Dance at
Escola Angel Vianna, Rio de
Janeiro. In 1995 he formed
Dupla de Dança Ikswalsinats,
with Frederico Paredes.
Since then he has performed
in festivals in Brazil and
abroad often creating
international collaborative
projects through residencies.
Andrea Sonnberger was
educated as a dancer in
Vienna and Munich. Since
1996, as a member of
Tanztendenz München,
she has been working on
her own choreography and
in 1999 she was awarded
the Prix du Festival Cour des
Capucins in Luxembourg.
Credits: Co-production:
Alkantara (Portugal) and
Panorama de Dança (Brazil)
festivals.
Support: Tanztendenz
München e.V. and Goethe
Institut Rio de Janeiro.
Subvention: European
Cultural Foundation.
This creation is part of the
project Close Encounters,
to be premiered in Lisbon, at
Alkantara Festival June 2006.
UK tour produced by Dance4
and Fierce! Supported by
Arts Council England and
Panorama (Rio de Janeiro).
Photo: Ciríaco/Sonnberger
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Sun 30 April
Venue:
Broadway Cinema

7pm - filmmakers’ talks
8.30pm - film shorts

Box office:
0115 941 9419

Admission:
Tickets £3.50 / £2.50 conc.

Information:
0115 912 3400
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Tue 2 May

8pm

Venue:
Lakeside Theatre

Admission:
Tickets £10 / £7 conc.

Jonathan Burrows &
Matteo Fargion (UK/Italy)
The Quiet Dance
At the heart of this duo’s work is a love of rhythmic
form and the quiet intensity of communication that
allows them to share with each other and with the
audience. The Quiet Dance is just what it says it is.
“”
Jonathan Burrows is Britain’s Columbus, dance’s
explorer, a man in quest of new lands and unknown
territory... He is a true original. The Financial Times
Dance4 and Jonathan Burrows have enjoyed a
mutually supportive relationship over the years.
This performance is followed by a discussion led
by independent producer (and former Director of
Dance4) Jane Greenfield.

non Catastrophe
This event brings together a series of short films
produced by artists, choreographers and film
makers from the UK and beyond. Observing
everyday movement and non-planned
choreographies, the collection offers a fascinating
insight into questions surrounding spectatorship,
manipulation of film footage, body/video interfaces
and restricted physicality.
John Smith’s Worst Case Scenario (2003), uses
hundreds of stills from daily life on a Viennese
street corner and re-orders and manipulates them.
As this manipulation progresses the static world
slowly and subtly comes to life, revealing an
improbable chain of events.
Snow by David Hinton & Rosemary Lee
was made entirely from fragments of
pre-1960s archive footage, creating choreography
by editing moments of unselfconscious movement
by ordinary people.
In Gunshots for all the Devils Alejandro Vidal
addresses social conflict, self-defence, and
violence. In a suburban area two young men are
caught fighting, offering a very ambiguous
relationship and an incidental but notable
choreography.
Miranda Pennell’s films draw upon subjects such
as military formations, teenage ice-skaters, stuntmen and amateur dancers. Tattoo is set against
the horizon of Salisbury Plain. A regiment of
soldiers repeat their curious ritual in a bleak and
timeless natural world. They are met by a military
band that emerges from the landscape, performing
a unique spectacle, witnessed only by the trees
and the bird-life.

FILM PROGRAMME
Snow
David Hinton and
Rosemary Lee, (UK)
Flow
Takeshi Kushida, (Japan)
A Gunshot for all Devils
Alejandro Vidal, (Spain)
Tattoo
Miranda Pennel, (UK)
KLII 35-80
Martin Zet
(Czech Republic)
Choreography,
Choreomania
Allsopp & Weir, (UK)
Worst Case Scenario
John Smith, (UK)
Alt I Alt (All in All)
Torbjorn Skarild, (Norway)
John Smith & Miranda
Pennell will be discussing
their work at 7pm.
Credits: With thanks to
Broadway Cinema and LUX.

Box office:
0115 941 9419
Information:
0115 912 3400

Choreographer Jonathan
Burrows and composer
Matteo Fargion are among
the most widely travelled of
UK performance artists with
an international reputation for
the intelligence, humour and
musicality of their shows.
Their last piece Both Sitting
Duet, co-commissioned by
Dance4, was seen in 17
countries and won a 2003
New York Dance and
Performance ‘Bessie’ Award.
Burrows, a former soloist with
the Royal Ballet, was given an
award in 2002 by the
Foundation for Contemporary
Arts in New York in recognition
of his ongoing contributions to
contemporary dance.
Fargion has been his close
collaborator for over fifteen
years. He is currently
contributing to a new Siobhan
Davies work, In Plain Clothes.
Credits: The Quiet Dance is
co-produced by Dance4,
Dance Umbrella London,
Joint Adventures Munich,
Kaaitheater Brussels and
supported by Arts Council
England and the Jonathan
Burrows Group.

Photo: Chris Nash
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Wed 3 / Thur 4 / Fri 5 May

3pm - 7pm

Venue:
Sneinton Market &
EastsideCity

Admission:
Free - Some events have
restricted capacity.

Box office:
0115 941 9419

12
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Information:
0115 912 3400

Willi Dorner (Austria)
Future
World premiere
Dance4 invited Willi Dorner to visit Nottingham’s
Sneinton Market area in autumn 2005 and he
became fascinated by its redevelopment. He is
interested in how architects and planners
‘construct a future’ for a place and its people.
“”
I got to talk to people who work there. I had the
feeling that the perspective of “tomorrow” seems
to be something vague and unknown.
Willi Dorner, October 2005
Sneinton retains its distinctive character, despite
being very close to the city centre’s glamorous
shopping areas. Sneinton is being redeveloped, yet
the market is still important for traders and
shoppers.
Focusing upon the idea and vision of ‘the future’,
Willi Dorner is joined by a number of guests and cocreators to explore the notion of ‘tomorrow’.
The project involves Willi Dorner Company
dancers, UK dancers, documentary film makers,
a fortune teller, a media artist and architects.
A series of installations are located within and
around the market offering visitors an enquiry into
their own personal future as well as the worldwide
future. The Sneinton Market community will also
contribute their views on what the future holds for
them in light of the area’s imminent redevelopment.

Willi Dorner is a
choreographer, curator and
video artist who combines
disciplines to subvert and
question our perception of
movement and dance.
He has been active as a
choreographer in Vienna
since the late 1980s and is
regarded as one of the most
important choreographers
working in Europe today.
Dance4 has toured and
supported his work in the
UK for several years, last
seen here at nottdance04
with back to return.
Credits: Future is a Dance4
commission. Supported by
Nottingham Trent University,
Bonington Gallery, Future
Factory, EastsideCity,
Austrian Cultural Forum in
London, and with thanks to
Sneinton Market, Mixed
Reality Lab, University of
Nottingham, De Montfort
University, Leicester.

www.ciewdorner.at

Photo: Julian Hughes

Blast Theory (UK)
Single Story Building
An interactive work, installed on a lap-top, in
which the participant drills through two thousand
either/or questions. Starting with the question
‘Urban or Rural?’ the piece moves from the
expansive into the cloistered, finally arriving at
a secret and private space. This addictive game
explores the taste of the participant, whilst gently
mocking the notion of interactivity itself via its
rigid structure.

Blast Theory explores
interactivity and the
relationship between real
and virtual space with a
particular focus on the social
and political aspects of
technology. Since 2000,
Blast Theory has been
collaborating with the
Mixed Reality Lab, University
of Nottingham. In 2005
Blast Theory was presented
with the Maverick Award at
the Game Developers’ Choice
Awards in San Francisco,
and in 2003 won the muchcoveted Golden Nica for
Interactive Art at Prix Ars
Electronica. Blast Theory
received an Honorary Mention
at the Transmediale Awards
in Germany in 2001 and has
been nominated for four
BAFTAs.

www.blasttheory.co.uk

Photo: Blast Theory

Thur 4 May

8pm

Venue:
Sandfield Theatre

Admission:
Tickets £10 / £7 conc.

Bock & Vincenzi (UK)
Here, As If They Hadn’t Been,
As If They Are Not
an epilogue
The Invisible Dances
World premiere
Here, As If They Hadn’t Been, As If They Are Not
is a play with no plot, no beginning and no end, that
reveals the stories that are contained within the
absent body. Thirteen performers, both blind and
sighted, present different ‘states’ created and
guided by different rules and interpretations of
representation.
Within the emptiness of the Sandfield Theatre,
Here, As If… creates a space outside time,
presenting itself in ways that we can not fully see,
and what we can see disturbs our attempt to
perceive it as a whole.
Here, As If… presents a disturbing visual world of
abandonment and beauty, returning to notions of
appearance and disappearance and questions
whether all is ever visible.
“”
The most complex and unsettling work
(in the festival). La Republica, Sept 2005
(Venice Biennale)
Brunch discussion with Bock & Vincenzi, Martin
Hargreaves, editor, Dance Theatre Journal and
Programme Leader of MA in European DanceTheatre Practice, Laban and Nicholas Ridout,
lecturer in performance at Queen Mary, University
of London, 12 noon, Friday 5 May at Cast,
Nottingham Playhouse.

Box office:
0115 941 9419
Information:
0115 912 3400
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Fri 5 May - Sun 7 May
Venue:
Curtis & York
hairdressers

12pm - 5.15pm (Fri/Sat)
11.30am-3.30pm (Sun)
Admission:
Tickets £6.50 / £4.50 conc.
One to one performances.

Tickets:
Available from
venue. Limited
availability
Information:
0115 912 3400

NB. Book your appointment
at Curtis & York
Opening times:
Mon-Sat 8.30am -6.30pm /
Sun 11am-4pm
Phone: 0115 947 3951

Frank Bock
(choreographer/performer)
and Simon Vincenzi (director/
designer) have worked
together since 1995. They
have created a series of
intensely visceral and
uncompromising
theatre/dance projects for
both adults and children
including the Forest Dance
quartet and Breathtaking.
Here, As If… forms the final
act of a series of
performances entitled The
Invisible Dances that began
in 1999 and has been
consistently supported by
Dance4 and nottdance.
Invisible Dances has involved
over fifty collaborators in an
attempt to explore the notion
that ‘Everything that appears
is an image of the invisible’
(Anaxagoras). Prelude at the
Royal Opera House, Clore
Studio London in 2004 was
followed by L'Altrove at the
Venice Theatre Biennale in
2005. Here, As If... is an
epilogue to both these and to
Bock & Vincenzi’s unique
Invisible Dances… project,
which will be adapted for each
of its presentations at
nottdance, KunstenFestival
and Laban, London in 2006.
Credits: The Invisible Dances
triptych was developed
through a series of
commissions from Snagged
& Clored, Royal Opera House
& The Venice Biennale with
additional support from Arts
Council England, Dance4,
Laban and Queen Mary,
University of London and
the British Council.
An Artsadmin project.

www.invisibledances.org.uk
www.artsadmin.co.uk/artists/bv
Photo: Andy McGregor

Adrian Howells (UK)
Salon Adrienne
Adrienne is a trainee hairdresser from Bethnal
Green and is itching to get her hands on your locks,
tease your tendrils and, if you’re lucky, fondle your
follicles. She will also give you a genuine Indian
head massage. Without the aid of soft focus, she
will encourage you to take a long hard look at
yourself in the mirror and talk about what you see
there. Adrienne is committed to the facilitation of
an individual’s personal growth, so she will be
available to perform on-site radical face lifts with
a pair of tweezers and some gaffa tape, at no
additional cost.

Adrienne is the alter ego of
performance artist Adrian
Howells. He has previously
created a series of
confessional theatre, sitespecific pieces, in order to
facilitate a more intimate and
genuine interaction with an
audience, often for just one
other person. His sites have
included laundrettes, hotel
rooms, bedrooms, disused
offices and basement spaces.

“”
I believe in the art of conversation. I am interested
in genuinely engaging with people, having real
conversations about real things that matter to us.
I am equally happy to offer a ‘tea and sympathy’
approach to our encounter, as I am to offer
something that is much more of a discussion on
any topic you might choose. Certainly for me, no
subject is off-limits, no personal question is taboo
and I am totally prepared to be deeply probed.
Adrienne

Photo: Niall Walker

Credit: Commissioned
by BAC.
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Sat 6 May

8pm

Venue:
Lakeside Theatre

Admission:
Tickets £10 / £7 conc.

Box office:
0115 941 9419
Information:
0115 912 3400

“”
Learnt to date: shouting, running, reading, writing,
cooking, football, dancing, making love, riding a
bike, driving a car, laying a floor, fishing, getting up
to nonsense.
‘Currently learning: hypnosis, Japanese,
getting along.
‘Still to learn: keeping calm, living… the ability
to exert a positive influence, dealing with money,
keeping things tidy, fostering friendships, dying.’
Thomas Lehmen, Jan 2006.

8pm

Venue:
Sandfield Theatre

Admission:
Tickets £10 / £7 conc.

UK premiere

UK premiere

Thomas Lehmen has been collecting various
learning situations, including some from his
residency at Dance4 in December 2005, and has
developed them into a new solo performance.

Sun 7 May

Alain Buffard (France)
Les Inconsolés

Thomas Lehmen (Germany)
Lehmen lernt
Taking the premise that even the smallest of
actions creatively contributes to building the world
instead of just filling it, Lehmen reflects on habits
and skills that people learn. These skills may be of
intense personal significance, or of general
significance. They may appear necessary,
unnecessary, right or wrong. What they all have in
common is that people learn them, use them and
pass them on.

16

Berlin choreographer, dancer,
performer and author Thomas
Lehmen works in the areas
between dance, philosophy
and theatre. With his
pioneering work Schreibstuck,
seen at nottdance03, he
turned the notion of
authorship on its head, redefining the borders between
choreographer, author and
dancer. Other main works
include Stationen (2003) and
Funktionen (2004) which,
along with Schreibstuck, have
accompanying publications.
Credits: Co-production Dance4 and Pact Zollverein/
Essen. Supported by the
Senatsverwaltung für
Wissenschaft, Forschung
und Kultur (Berlin).
Thanks to Kaaitheater Brüssel.
Supported by the Nationale
Performance Netz from funds
of the Tanzplan Deutschland
der Kulturstiftung des Bundes.
The nottdance performance
of Lehmen lernt is supported
by Goethe Institut, London.
Dedicated to Lili.

www.thomaslehmen.de
Photo: Thomas Lehmen

Les inconsolés – the inconsolables - are three men
following a unique path. They get caught up in
crazy mirror games, form alliances and gang up on
each other. They are the ghosts of absent men;
they are in love and they are furious.
Inspired by Goethe’s romantic ballad The Erl-King
Alain Buffard and his collaborators create a semimagical forest, a place where the extraordinary and
miraculous just might be possible. A decadent
performance where the players are in turn victims
and torturers, consenters and rebels, children and
adults. (contains nudity)
“”
As always with Alain Buffard, the scenography,
totally devoted to the choreography and supportive
of the meaning, is a miracle of intelligence.
Agnès Izrine, ‘Danser’ Magazine
March 2005

Box office:
0115 941 9419
Information:
0115 912 3400

As a performer Alain Buffard
has worked with Brigitte
Farges, Daniel Larrieu, Régine
Chopinot & Philippe Decouflé.
He has created Bleu nuit (1988),
Good Boy (1998), INtime/
EXtime and MORE et encore
(1999), in 2001 Dispositif 3.1
and Good for… a revival of
Good Boy, then in 2003 Wall
Dancin’-Wall Fuckin’ and
Mauvais genre,a third reading
of Good Boy for twenty
dancers. Les Inconsolés won
the Grand Prix 2005 (best
French choreography) awarded
by the Professional Association
of Drama, Music and Dance
critics, France.
He has just produced My Lunch
With Anna, a film with Anna
Halprin in San Francisco, with
the financial support of the
French Foreign Office and Le
Fresnoy National Studio for
Contemporary Arts where he
is a guest artist for the 20042005 season.
The collaborators for Les
Inconsolés are Alain Buffard,
Matthieu Doze and Christopher
Ives. This is Buffard’s first visit
to the UK.
Credits: Production - pi:es,
Co-production - Les
Subsistances (dans le cadre
d’une résidence aux
Subsistances, 2004/2005,
Lyon) / Les spectacles vivants –
Centre Pompidou / Centre
national de la danse – Pantin /
Centre chorégraphique
national de Montpellier –
Languedoc Roussillon,
programme ReRc /
Centre National de Danse
Contemporaine d’Angers /
Centre chorégraphique
national de Tours, and with the
help of the Ballet Atlantique
Régine Chopinot.
pi:es is sustained by DRAC
Ile-de-France (aide aux
compagnies) and AFAA –
Ministère des Affaires
Etrangères in France for
its foreign projects.

Photo: Marc Domage
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Tue 9 May

8pm

Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre

Admission:
Tickets £5 / £3 conc.

Box office:
0115 941 9419
Information:
0115 912 3400
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Wed 10 May

8pm

Box office:
0115 941 9419

Venue:
Powerhouse Studios

Admission:
Tickets £10 / £7 conc.

Michel Groisman (Brazil):
Porta das Mãos
Marcela Levi (Brazil):
Massa De Sentidos
Luiz de Abreu (Brazil):
O Samba do Crioulo Doido
UK premieres
Michel Groisman explores the movement
possibilities contained within the simple pairing of
two hands. Porta das Mãos began life as a ‘one on
one’ experience for audience members and will be
seen at nottdance as a theatre work, using large
scale projection of the ‘live’ articulation of the
artist’s hands.

Gob Squad (UK/Germany)
Me, The Monster
Where do we really feel safe? Often it is in the
places that we are most familiar with; our homes,
cars and shopping centres. This is a strange
dichotomy as we also know these can be the
places that we are most at risk: not in dark
alleyways but in the very places we seek refuge,
when those who would do us harm are not
strangers, but our family and friends. Gob Squad
apply their characteristic desire to put romantic
beauty into the mundane by inserting home-made
magic and spectacle into everyday life.
This lecture/presentation is part of a series of
research residencies in the UK looking at fear
and its cultural manifestations.

Gob Squad is a group of
UK and German artists who
have been working with
performance, media and
new technology since 1994.
They work collectively,
without a director, on the
concept, design, devising
and performing of their work.
Permanent members of the
group Sean Patten, Berit
Stumpf, Sarah Thom, Simon
Will, Bastian Trost and
Johanna Freiburg. Other artists
are invited to collaborate on
particular projects.
Credits: This research and
development project is funded
by Arts Council England East
Midlands, Arnolfini In Between
Time, Nottingham Playhouse,
Dance4, Lakeside Arts Centre,
Dartington arts, The Junction,
Senatsverwaltung für
Wissenschaft, Forschung und
Kultur, Berlin/Germany and the
Volksbühne an RosaLuxemburg-Platz Berlin/
Germany.

www.gobsquad.com
Photo: Gob Squad

In Massa De Sentidos Marcela Levi uses female
symbolism to interpret the following premise: when
you divide one object or cell another one emerges,
which in turn divides once more, in a never-ending
process of evolution, (contains nudity).
O Samba do Crioulo Doido is Luiz de Abreu’s
questioning of stereotypes associated
with the ‘black body’ in Brazilian culture. He
explores the physical awareness that restores an
individual’s emotions, beliefs, values
and aesthetic singularities rooted out by a history
constructed through diaspora. (contains nudity)
The Brazilian artist Michel
Groisman presents live work
designed for art galleries and
museums. By constructing
machine like, slow, repetitive
movements whose simplicity
belies an exceptional level of
physical control, Michel
explores the limits and
possibility of movement.
In other projects Michel uses
game formats to engage
audiences with actions using
their own arms, legs and feet.
Marcela Levi graduated from
the Angel Vianna School of
Dance with a degree in
Contemporary Dance in 1996.
She was a member of
internationally acclaimed Lia
Rodrigues Dance Company
(RJ) for eight years. In 2002 her
practice began to focus on the
development of solo pieces
and with partnerships with
visual artists.
O Samba do Crioulo Doido is
Luiz de Abreu’s questioning
of stereotypes associated
with the ‘black body’ in
Brazilian culture. He explores

the physical awareness that
restores an individual’s
emotions, beliefs, values
and aesthetic singularities Luiz
de Abreu, born in Araguari, had
his first contact with dance
within the African originated
cult of 'umbanda'. He trained
as a dancer in the nearby city
of Uberlandia and moved to the
state capital Belo Horizonte in
1986 where he joined the
company Primeiro Ato with
which he performed abroad.
In the early nineties, he moved
to the state capital of São Paulo
to develop his solo work.
Brunch discussion with all
three artists, together with
Panorama Festival director
Eduardo Bonito and Cristina
Becker, Arts & Creative
Industries Manager from
British Council Rio de
Janeiro, Thursday 11 May,
12 noon, at Cast, Nottingham
Playhouse.
Michel Groisman leads
Sirva-Se (Help Yourself),
a workshop, on Mon 6 May,
see page 22.

Information:
0115 912 3400

Credits: UK tour produced by
Dance4 and Fierce! Supported
by Arts Council England and
Panorama (Rio de Janeiro).
Photos: Sérgio Guerini – Itaú
Cultural / Claudia Garcia /
Gill Groffi
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Fri 12 May

8pm

Venue:
Lakeside Arts Centre

Admission:
Tickets £10 / £7 conc.

introducing...
Requardt & Company:
Back On Track
Stephanie Schober:
Catch
In Back on Track Requardt & Company delve into
autobiography within movement. They put their
discoveries to counts and comment on them.
The result is three women dancing in unison, whilst
each maintaining a stubborn and fascinating status
of individuality.
Choreographer and Artistic Director Frauke
Requardt is currently an Associate Artist at The
Place and has performed for Athina Vahla and
most recently with The Cholmondeleys.
Stephanie Schober, winner of the Bonnie Bird
New Choreography Award and former South Bank
Centre Artist in Residence, creates pure dance
inspired by the intuitive movement of the body.
Stunning lyricism and cleverly intricate rhythmic
patterns feature in the beautiful duet Catch which
is performed to an original soundscore by JohnMarc Gowans.
“”
Handsomely choreographed and lighted and full
of implied tension and attraction between the two
women. New York Times
Photos: Roswitha Cheshire /
Trang Lê

Box office:
0115 941 9419
Information:
0115 912 3400
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Sat 13 May

8pm

Box office:
0115 941 9419

Venue:
Sandfield Theatre

Admission:
Tickets £10 / £7 conc.

Information:
0115 912 3400

Zoo/Thomas Hauert
(Switzerland/Belgium):
Walking Oscar
UK premiere
Walking Oscar is the continuation of choreographer
Thomas Hauert’s exploration of singing and the
human body. Although it has been labelled as a
‘musical’ it does not follow the conventions of this
form. Movements, images, sound tapes, live music
and songs interact to give different views of a story.
Dutch novelist Oscar van den Boogard has written
a script in a non-linear writing style: like thoughts in
the human brain the story takes unexpected
shortcuts.
Six dancers and several musicians and composers
collaborate in this production. Walking Oscar
comes to us direct from its world premiere at
Kunsten Festival des Arts, Brussels.
Brunch discussion with Thomas Hauert, led by
Julia Carruthers, Head of Dance & Performance,
South Bank Centre, Sunday 14 May, 12 noon, at
Cast, Nottingham Playhouse.
Thomas Hauert (Switzerland
1967) lives and works in
Brussels. He first worked with
Rosas (Anne Teresa De
Keersmaeker), then Gonnie
Heggen, David Zambrano and
Pierre Droulers. After his solo
Hobokendans he founded ZOO
in 1997 and initiated the awardwinning Cows in Space project,
a performance for five dancers.
Since then he has created
several solo projects and
continues to work with the
same group of dancers, making
Pop-Up Songbook (1999), Jetzt
(2000) and Verosimile (2002),
5 (2003), and modify (2004).
More or Less Sad Songs (2005)
is the result of the work in
progress from the development
of Walking Oscar.
ZOO: Thomas Hauert is ‘the
artistic director of the group’
but the work is done as a
collective with the dancers
as ‘co-creators’ of the
performances.
The company’s name is ZOO
which, significantly, we can
interpret as ‘looking at animals’
and especially at that most
bizarre variety, ‘the human’.

ZOO is Thomas Hauert, Martin
Kilvady (Slovakia), Sara Ludi
(Switzerland), Chrysa
Parkinson (USA), Samantha
van Wissen (Netherlands),
Mat Voorter (Netherlands).
Credits: Production - ZOO.
Co-production - Kaaitheater /
KunstenfestivaldesArts
(Brussels), Théâtre de la Ville /
Festival d’Automne à Paris
(Paris), Tanz Quartier Wien
(Vienna), Charleroi Danses
Centre chorégraphique de la
Communauté française
(Charleroi), Mercat de les Flors
(Barcelona). With the support
of the Flemish Minister for
Culture, Youth, Sport and
Brussels Affairs, the Vlaamse
Gemeenschapscommissie
and Pro Helvetia Arts Council
for Switzerland, SACD (100
hours to dance).
The nottdance performance of
Walking Oscar is supported by
Pro Helvetia and the Flemish
Ministry and the Vlaamse
Gemeenschapscommissie.

Photo: Filip Van Zieleghem
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Talks
Sunday 30 April
7pm - Broadway Cinema
Filmmakers John Smith and Miranda
Pennell discuss their work.
(Part of Non Catastrophe, an evening
of film shorts, see page 10)
Tuesday 2 May
8pm performance
Lakeside Arts Centre
Jonathan Burrows & Matteo Fargion:
The Quiet Dance. Post show
discussion with independent producer
(and former Director of Dance4)
Jane Greenfield.

Friday 12 May
8pm performance
Lakeside Arts Centre
Frauke Requardt;
Stephanie Schober
(see page 20)
Post show discussion led by UK
dance writer Donald Hutera.
Sunday 14 May
12 noon - Cast
Nottingham Playhouse
Brunch discussion with Thomas
Hauert. Admission free
Following the previous night’s
performance of Walking Oscar,
(see page 21) choreographer
Thomas Hauert will be in conversation
with Julia Carruthers, Head of Dance
& Performance, South Bank Centre.

Brunch discussion with Bock
& Vincenzi. Admission free

Thursday 11 May
12 noon - Cast
Nottingham Playhouse
Brunch discussion with Michel
Groisman, Marcela Levi and Luiz de
Abreu (Brazil). Admission free
Following the previous night’s triple
bill of work, (see page 19) the artists
will be in conversation with Panorama
Festival director Eduardo Bonito and
Cristina Becker, Arts & Creative
Industries Manager from British
Council Rio de Janeiro.

Daily Class
All classes are held at College Street
Centre.
Places per class are £ 4 / £3 conc.
Numbers are limited so please book
early by calling the Festival
Information Line: 0115 912 3400
Classes may be booked for individual
days or for the week.

Daily Class with Gill Clarke
Tuesday 2 - Saturday 6 May
9.30am – 11.30am
Gill Clarke – a founder member of
the Siobhan Davies Dance Company
– leads daily classes for dancers
with intermediate experience. She is
known internationally as a teacher
of professionals, companies and
students, and focuses on increasing
awareness of the sensing and
articulated body in motion.
She is influenced by her study of
Alexander and Feldenkrais
techniques and will work through
partner work, improvisation and
more formal and set material.
Daily Class with Nigel Charnock
Tuesday 9 - Friday 12 May
10am – 11.30am
‘A dance class for dancers. Rigorous,
vigorous, fun, loud music and some
sweet sweat. It's less about thinking
and more about moving.’
Nigel Charnock

Friday 5 May
12 noon - Cast
Nottingham Playhouse

Following the previous night’s
performance of Here, As If...
(see page 14) Bock & Vincenzi will
be in conversation with Martin
Hargreaves, editor Dance Theatre
Journal and Programme Leader of
MA in European Dance-Theatre
Practice, Laban, and Nicholas Ridout,
lecturer in performance, Queen Mary,
University of London.
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Workshop
Monday 8 May, 6pm
PreSet
Workshop places are free but space
is limited – please call the Festival
Information Line to reserve.
Michel Groisman (Brazil)
Sirva-Se (Help Yourself)
In Sirva-Se (Help Yourself) participants
use bands to fasten cups to their
bodies. The aim of the game is to find
out how they might move in order to
pour water from one cup into another.
(Michel Groisman performs Porta das
Mãos as part of a Triple Bill on
Wednesday 10 May at Powerhouse
Studios, see page 19)

Nigel Charnock is a celebrated star
performer throughout Europe.
He is continually exploring and
developing form and content and
working in different media. He has
choreographed dance works, made
dances especially for film, directed
theatre pieces, created an installation
performance piece, choreographed
for The Pet Shop Boys UK television
appearances and international tours,
and he wrote and directed Asylum,
a raucous and disturbing middle-scale
play with songs. Nigel is also a sought
after leader of masterclasses and
workshops within an international
circuit of schools and agencies.
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nottdance06
Learning Pack
Dance4 has produced a Learning Pack
to coincide with this year’s festival.
A unique resource that translates
selected work at nottdance06 into
immediately useable, practical
approaches to learning.
While the choreographers and artists
featured in the festival are noted for
pushing the boundaries of
performance, the work and ideas are
often grounded in everyday concepts
that are familiar to us all. Consistent
with Dance4’s support for innovative
ways of working artistically, this
Learning Pack offers education and
community practitioners a distinctive
resource for creating meaningful and
memorable learning experiences.
The pack contains learning material
embracing formal education settings
(Key Stage 3 and above) and arts in
the community.
Cost: £7 per pack (inc. post & packing)
For more info or to order contact
Dance4... Tel. 0115 941 0773
Email. nottdance@dance4.co.uk
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Seminars
Saturday 6 May
1pm – 4pm Powerhouse Studios
Please call the Festival Information
Line to reserve a place
Admission: Free
Revealing Process
A Dialogue with Rosemary Lee,
Sally Doughty, Graeme Miller
As an audience we are often excluded
from the creative process of an artist,
not necessarily because they don’t
want us there but more often because
what we have come to expect is only
the finished product. A dialogue on
‘revealing process’ is just that, three
artists – Rosemary Lee, Sally Doughty
and Graeme Miller - will show and
discuss some of their work and reveal
to us why they feel ‘revealing their
processes’ are fundamental to their
artistic practice.
Sunday 7 May
1pm – 4pm Powerhouse Studios
Please call the Festival Information
Line to reserve a place
Admission: Free
De Montfort University presents
Articulating Dance
We aim to focus on two areas - 'what is
the value of Laboratory environments
for dance practitioners', how do we
'articulate' dance-making processes
and develop appropriate methods of
giving critical feedback. Intended for
practitioners, educators and audience
members.
We would introduce topics through
video and live examples of process
from the Lab (by individuals such as Gill
Clarke, Sara Giddens, myself, Vida,
etc) and begin focused discussion
around specific topics. Several of the
artists have experience of Lab work

and so we feel we can contribute
something important on this. I hope
this is enough for now! As this project
of Choreographic Lab is called
‘Articulating Dance’ I think that is
what the session should be called.
Artists involved: Jane Bacon, Vida
Midgelow, Gill Clarke, Sara Giddens,
Anna Furse, Kerryn Wise,
Guy Dartnell, Robert Daniels,
Yvon Bonenfant and Simon Ellis.
Sunday 7 May
1pm – 4pm PreSet
Please call the Festival Information
Line to reserve a place
Admission: Free
The Choreograhic Lab (University of
Northampton) presents
Articulating Dance: A roundtable &
open discussion.
– How can dance-making processes
be ‘articulated’?
– What are appropriate methods
of giving critical feedback to
dance artists?
– What is the value of laboratory
environments for dance practitioners?
Dance practitioners have historically
been reluctant to discuss their creative
processes. This roundtable seeks to
address this gap and consider the
ways in which such investigations are
currently being supported and give
voice to the critical enquiries of
inderdisciplinary dance-makers.
These topics will be introduced
through short position statements,
video and live examples of process
by members of ‘The Choreographic
Lab’. Artists involved in the Lab
are Jane Bacon, Vida Midgelow,
Gill Clarke, Sara Giddens, Anna
Furse, Kerryn Wise, Guy Dartnell,
Robert Daniels, Yvon Bonenfant and
Simon Ellis.
This session is intended for
practitioners, educators, students
and audience members.
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Daily Class

Booking Information

All classes are held at Building name?
Studio 9, College Street.

Box Office:
0115 941 9419

Places per class are £ 4 / £3 conc.
Numbers are limited so please book
early by calling the Festival
Information Line: 0115 912 3400
Classes may be booked for individual
days or for the week.

Online:
www.dance4.co.uk
Information Line:
0115 912 3400
Minicom:
0115 947 6100
Email:
nottdance@dance4.co.uk

Box office and access information
All venues offer access for people with
mobility disabilities. There may be
restricted access for some works sited
in and around Sneinton Market. Please
call the information line for details.
If possible please notify us of your
requirements in advance.
Tickets for each event, except where
stated otherwise, can be booked
through Nottingham Playhouse until
4pm on the day of the performance.
The box office is open from 10am –
8pm except Sundays & Bank Holidays.
Reserved tickets must be collected
from the Nottingham Playhouse box
office by 4pm on the day before the
performance or half an hour before the
event at the particular venue.
Uncollected tickets may be re-sold on
the door.
Online: tickets can be booked via our
website – www.dance4.co.uk
Postal bookings: cheques should be
made payable to Nottingham
Playhouse and sent to Box Office,
Nottingham Playhouse, Wellington
Circus, Nottingham NG1 5AE.

Ticket offer
Festival Pass, a ticket for every event
£60, £40 concessions; plus 20 % off
all food and beverages at Cast for the
duration of the festival; includes VIP
invitation to festival closing party on
Sat 13 May.
Please note: we cannot guarantee places will be
available for the one-to-one event, Salon Adrienne
(page 15). The Festival Pass does not include
admission to the Daily Classes.

For group booking offers
Contact Dance4 direct on
0115 941 0773

In person: Nottingham Playhouse is
situated in the city centre, off Derby
Road on Wellington Circus, next to the
Albert Hall and St Barnabus Cathedral.
Concessions: over 60s, children under
18, UB40 holders, NUS holders, and
those in receipt of Income Support,
Invalidity Benefit or Severe
Disablement Allowance. Proof of
status will be required to obtain a
concession. Concession prices apply
to one carer accompanying a
physically disabled person.
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PreSet
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Public transport hotline.
Bus & tram enquiries: 0870 608 2608
(open 7am – 9pm)

Can
al St.
Canal St.

Train enquiries: 08457 48 49 50
Powerhouse Studios
Located in Nottingham Trent
University’s Victoria Studios,
Shakespeare Street, Nottingham (just
across from the Orange Tree Bar).
Cast Bar & Restaurant
Nottingham Playhouse
Wellington Circus, off Derby Rd, next to
the Albert Hall & St Barnabus Cathedral.
Broadway Cinema
14 – 18 Broad Street

Nottingham East Midlands Airport
Skylark buses run every 30 minutes
to central Nottingham; Journey
time approximately 45 minutes.

Please note: all details were correct at the time of
going to press. Whilst every effort will be made to
keep to the announced programme, it may be
necessary to make changes without notice.
No refunds or exchanges will be made to tickets
once issued unless the event is cancelled.
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The following are 5 minutes’ walk from the
Market Square or 10 minutes from Nottingham
train station. Some on-street metered parking is
available in the City Centre, otherwise a number
of public car-parks are in close proximity to
the venues.
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The sanctuary of one of Nottingham’s
finest plazas, complimented by Anish
Kapoor’s magnificent Sky Mirror,
extends the relaxed atmosphere for
outdoor drinking and dining.
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The lounge bar offers a broad
selection of tapas-style dishes, ideal
for shared feasting or as a quick light
bite, and a great selection of beers,
ales, wines, spirits and cocktails.
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Cast Restaurant Bar Deli
Adjacent to Nottingham Playhouse,
at the bottom of Derby Rd.
Our festival bar & restaurant offers
a comprehensive range of dining
opportunities, including brasserie
style à la carte menus, lunchtime and
pre-theatre set menus.
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Yard Gallery
The Courtyard Museum, Wollaton Park,
Wollaton Hall, Wollaton.
Situated three miles from the city centre.
Served by bus numbers 30 (stopping
near Front Entrance on Wollaton Road),
35 and 36 (stopping near Rear Entrance
on Derby Road). Car-parking facilities.

EastsideCity
17 Hockley

Peel St.

lk
ewa
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The

Sandfield Theatre
Sandfield Road, (off Derby Road),
Lenton, opposite the Savoy Cinema.
Served by Nottingham City buses
leaving from outside Angel Row
Gallery,bus numbers 33, 34, 35 & 36,
which all stop at the Savoy Cinema.
Car-parking facilities.

Sneinton Market
Opposite the Victoria Leisure Centre,
Gedling Street, Sneinton

Map
Nottingham City Centre

Clarendon St.

Lakeside Arts Centre
University of Nottingham Park campus,
University Boulevard, off A6005.
Served by bus numbers 13, 33 and 34,
which depart regularly from the city
centre. Car-parking facilities.

Curtis & York Hairdressers
25 Goose Gate

M
ou
nt

Venue locations &
Public transport

1

Lakeside Arts Centre

7

PreSet

2

Sandfield Centre

8

Curtis & York Hairdressers

3

Powerhouse Studios

9

Sneinton Market

4

Nottingham Playhouse

10

Eastside Marketing Suite

5

Cast Bar

11

Yard Gallery

6

Broadway

12

College Street Arts Centre

9

Date

Performances / Screenings

Time

Off-site Events / Installations

Time

Fri 28 Apr

La Ribot @ Sandfield
(pg 6-7)

8pm

Manuel Vason begins residency
(pg 4)

N/A

Goat & Ricochet: Move Me Booth
@ Lakeside (pg 5)

10am-8pm

Goat & Ricochet: Move Me Booth
@ Lakeside (pg 5)

10am-8pm

Tamara Ashley & Simone Kenyon
@ Yard Gallery (pg 8)

11am-5pm

Sat 29 Apr

Sun 30 Apr

Mon 1 May

Tue 2 May

La Ribot @ Sandfield
(pg 6-7)

8pm

Non Catastrophe @ Broadway
(pg 10)

7pm

Goat & Ricochet: Move Me Booth
@ Lakeside (pg 5)

10am-8pm

Gustavo Ciriaco & Andrea Sonnberger @ Eastside
(pg 9)

12/2/5pm

Tamara Ashley & Simone Kenyon
@ Yard Gallery (pg 8)

11am-5pm

Gustavo Ciriaco & Andrea Sonnberger @ Eastside
(pg 9)

12/2/5pm

Goat & Ricochet: Move Me Booth
@ Lakeside (pg 5)

10am-8pm

Tamara Ashley & Simone Kenyon
@ Yard Gallery (pg 8)

11am-5pm

Goat & Ricochet: Move Me Booth
@ Lakeside (pg 5)

10am-8pm

Goat & Ricochet: Move Me Booth
@ Lakeside (pg 5)

10am-8pm

Willi Dorner @ Sneinton Market
(pg 12-13)

3-7pm

Goat & Ricochet: Move Me Booth
@ Lakeside (pg 5)

10am-8pm

Willi Dorner @ Sneinton Market
(pg 12-13)

3-7pm

Goat & Ricochet: Move Me Booth
@ Lakeside (pg 5)

10am-8pm

Willi Dorner @ Sneinton Market
(pg 12-13)

3-7pm

Goat & Ricochet: Move Me Booth
@ Lakeside (pg 5)

10am-8pm

Jonathan Burrows & Matteo Fargion @ Lakeside
(pg 11)

8pm

Wed 3 May

Thur 4 May

Fri 5 May

Sat 6 May

Sun 7 May

Bock & Vincenzi @ Sandfield Theatre
(pg 14)

Adrian Howells @ Curtis & York (pg 15)

8pm

12-5.15pm

Adrian Howells @ Curtis & York (pg 15)

12-5.15pm

Thomas Lehmen @ Lakeside (pg 16)

8pm

Adrian Howells @ Curtis & York (pg 15)

12-5.15pm

Alain Buffard @ Sandfield (pg 17)

8pm

Talks / Seminars

Time

Daily Class / Workshop

Time

Filmmakers’ Talks
@ Broadway (pg 10)

7pm

Post-show talk: Burrows/Fargion
with Jane Greenfield @ Lakeside

8pm

Daily Class w/Gill Clarke
@ College St. Centre (pg 23)

9.30-11.30am

Daily Class w/Gill Clarke
@ College St. Centre (pg 23)

9.30-11.30am

Daily Class w/Gill Clarke
@ College St. Centre (pg 23)

9.30-11.30am

Brunch discussion: Bock & Vincenzi
12pm
w/Martin Hargreaves & Nick Ridout @ Cast (pg 14)

Daily Class w/Gill Clarke
@ College St. Centre (pg 23)

9.30-11.30am

Dialogue: Revealing Process
@ Powerhouse Studios (pg 25)

1-4pm

Daily Class w/Gill Clarke
@ College St. Centre (pg 23)

9.30-11.30am

Seminar: Articulating Dance @ PreSet
(pg 25)

1-4pm

Workshop w/Michael Groisman
@ PreSet (pg 22)

6pm

Mon 8 May

Tue 9 May

Gob Squad @ Lakeside (pg 18)

8pm

Daily Class w/Nigel Charnock
@ College St. Centre (pg 23)

10-11.30am

Wed 10 May

Triple Bill @ Powerhouse Studios (pg 19)

8pm

Daily Class w/Nigel Charnock
@ College St. Centre (pg 23)

10-11.30am

Brunch discussion: Triple Bill Artists
12pm
w/Eduardo Bonito & Cristina Becker @ Cast (pg 19)

Daily Class w/Nigel Charnock
@ College St. Centre (pg 23)

10-11.30am

Post-show talk: Double Bill Artists
w/Donald Hutera @ Lakeside (pg 20)

8pm

Daily Class w/Nigel Charnock
@ College St. Centre (pg 23)

10-11.30am

Brunch discussion: Thomas Hauert
w/Julia Carruthers @ Cast (pg 21)

12pm

Thur 11 May

Fri 12 May

Double Bill @ Lakeside (pg 20)

8pm

Sat 13 May

Zoo / Thomas Hauert @ Sandfield (pg 21)

8pm

Fri 12 May

